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For most employees in Ethiopia the Labour Relations Proclamation has
conferred or preserved the right to struie. This right is not an unqualified one
under the Proclamation. Only a union may exercise itl and even a union may
not do so unless the dispute has been submitted to the Labour Relations Board
at least siXt days pMviously? Subject to thes and other conditions, however.
the strike is generally recognized in the Proclamation as a proe weapon on labor's
side in labour-management relations.

There are two important groups of employees to whom this general principle
does not extend. The first are "public servanU" a term defined to incltude virtuafly
all govenment employees other than those working in profit-making eterprises.
The scond arc employees of enterprises that provide public services such as
transportation and electricity.

Public Servan"

The position of public servants can be stated easily: They may not strike under
any circumutances. This prohibition raises no apparent legal issues of any import-
ance. but an examination of the legal provisions from which the prohibition results
is worthwbile for the light that it sheds on the structure of the Labour Relations
Proclamation and on the importance of several of its definitions.

The Proclamation does not itself prohibit strikes by public servants. What
it does iL to exclude public servants from its defmition of "employee." That term
is defined genietally by Article 2(f) to include any "person bound under a contract
of employment as defined in Artick 2512 of the Civil Code . This general
definition is followed by the enumeration of four groups of persons who, although
working under a contract of employment are not to be considered employees
for purposes of the Proclamation: managment personmel, domestic servants,
agricultural employcs on farms having fewer than ten permanent employees, and
public sevants.

The exclusion of these employees (in the ordinary sense of the word) from the
Proclamation's special definition of employee has a number of immediate con-
sequence, two of which are of concern to us at this point. First. none of these
persons may form a union, since the Proclamation defines a union as "an

I Proc. Na 210 of 1963, Neg. Ga. year 23, no. 3. The $tfAteo amlmty was romwilgatt;
as an Imperial decae Dec. No. 49. 1962, N*. Gaz, yca 21, mo. 18. It was approved
by Parliamnt the following year, with minor ancadmtb and redeiguatcd Prooantio
Na. 210.

:Art. 2(sXi'XZ)A All rfertcce in tbecw footaooks orc to doe Labour Relalions Prmaduon
except wbre indiated otherwi

3 Art 2(s)GWZ)D.
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organisation ... in which employeas oim'% (Empbasis added,) Public servants
and the other excluded groups are not barred by the Labour Relations Proclamation
from forming organizations to represet them in their dealings with their employers.
bu no organization that they might form can be regarded as union for purposes
of the Proclamation. Accordingy, because the Proclamation allows only unions
to conduct a strike, a strike by persons falling within one of these groups would
necessarily be unlawful under the Proclamation.

However. -strike'" alo is a term specially defined by the Proclamation. It is
a temporary cC=stos of work by the concted action of aL group of employen."'
(Emphasis added.) Since the excluded groups are not "employees," any concerted
cessation of work on their part -what one would ordinarily ca a strike - is
not a strike within the meaning of the Proclamation, and none of the limits imposed
on stzikes by the Proclamalion is applicable. In particular. there is no basis for
applying the provision making it unlawful for anyone other than a union to conduct
a strike.

So far as Lhese four excluded groups are concerned, it is for most purposes
as if the Labour Relation-& Proclamation had never been enacted. No provision
of the Proclamation that is based directly or indirectly on the status of employee
is of any effect for them.

The effect of being thus removed from the scope of most of the provisions
of the Proclamation is not the same for public servants as it is for the other excluded
groups, however. For the other, the effect is to leave them under the provisions
of the Civil Code governing the relations between employer and employee'i Of
these provisions, only one. Article 25S1. places any leal limitations on the right
to strike. It provides as follows,

(1) The participation of the employee in a strike shall constitute for the
employer good cause for cancellation where the strike has been instigated
with the sole purposc of injuring the employer or has been declared
unlawful by law or the public authorities.

(2) It shall in no other case constitute good cause for cancellation.

The limifation imposed by Articke 2581(1) is not very rmsutcive. Of the three
cases in which the provision applies, only the third - where the strike has been
declured unlawfud by the public authorities - is of any practical importance at
presem. Employees seldom if ever strike for the sole purpose of injuring tleir
employer; the injury done to the employer by the strike ordinarily is only a mcanN
of achieving such othzr ends as higher wages. As to the second case - declaration
of the strike's unlawfulness by law - there appears not to be any such law at
present apart from the Labour Relations Proclamation (which does not apply to
these excluded groups of employees) and the special legislation applicable only
to public servants.

4 Ar- 2(i.
Amt 2(q).

6 There appear not to be any provisions of criminal law dealing Sencrally with srikc5
as surch, although a partcular strike might be unlawful by reason of its object or the
methods used by the strikers (such as destructio of ompany proqery. For example,
the stkers in the EAL ca. dcussed below, wet held by a court to have siolatred
Article 499 of the Peal Code and Article 733 of the C4d of Petty Offences. See Tadt
Abdi, Public Sevi-ce Strikes in Ethiupi . (unpublishd, Fnuity of Law. 1967).
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In addition, even where Article 258 1(1) does apply, it does not forbid employees
to strike. Employees who strike under the circumstances enumerated in it are not,
at least by force of that provision? subject to criminal penalties or even to a civil
order directing them to return to work. They are merely subject to dismissal with-
out the compensation that would otherwise We due to them and, if the strike
constitutes a breach of the employment comtract, liable to the employer for the
damage caused by the strike,3

The case is quite otherwise for public servants. In this and other respes they
are governed by special legislation, the 1%l Central Personnel Agency and Public
Servants Order and the regulations issued under it in 1962.9 Article 83 of- the
regulations flatly forbids -public servants to engage in concerted refusals to work.
For public servants employed in profit-making enterprises this prohibition prob-
ably was implicitly repealed by the Labour Relations Proclamation. Those public
servants are not excluded from the Proclamation's definition of employee and
therefore may form organizations having the rights given to unions by the Pro-
clamation. apparently including the right to strike40t For the great majority of public
servans, bowever, the prohibition still stand.

Employees in Public Services

The right to, strike of public service employees is restricted by the Labour
Relations Proclamation itself. The controlling provision is Article 24Xi)2)C,
which makes it an "unfair labour practice" - aad therefore unlawful" - for
employees or a labour union to conduct a strike that is

7 Article 2591(1) is applicable becauo- ihe strike has been dcdarcd ultawfu by law, that
law may carry its own civil or penal conequenot& However, if it is applicable because the
strike has bcen deared unlawful by "the public authorities, it scans that no civil
or penal qucnca (other than the appliction of Article =.81(1)) cMd foflow
unless the declaration was made pursuant to a statutory authorization that provided for
such consequences. Indeed, it may even be questioned whethex it was intended that
Aricle 2581(1) itself should apply unless the phablc authority making the dcclaratior was
cnipcocefd to do so by some other legislaon.

8 Article 2581 appears also to control for employe wiho are subject to the Labur
Relations Proclamation, and for them it gives at tot a partial answer to an important
question left unanswered by the Proctamtion: What are the rights of strikrs relative to
workers that the employer may have hired to replace them dring the strikre. Artcle
2591(2) appears to require the employer either to rdiire the strikers at the end of the
strike or pay them the compensation due to them for a disMissal without good cause.

9 Order No. 23, 1961. Neg. CT, year 21, no. 3, and L Not No. 269, 1962, Neg4 Oaz,,
year 22, no. & The provisions of the Civil Code governing employment contracts are
expressly declared to be inwpplicabie to p blic serwants by Code Article 2513.

10 Article 20(a) allows labour unions to "ergage in all lawfl activit." While this Cmd
be rad to leave standing the earlier prohibition of Article 83 cevn as public servants
who arc employees for purposcs ot the Labour Relations Proclamation, it sems more
reasonable to read it as allowing strikes by unions in iumstances prolibi:ted by the
Proclamation itsof. This issue is largely academu in any event, since most or perhaps
all public. servaas working in the governmenfs profit-making enterprises have ben
excluded from the ea-goy of public servant, and thus from the scope of Article 83,
by legal notice. See, eg., L, Not No. 285 of 1964, Neg- Gcz,. year 23, no- 12, doig
,Lo for Ethiopian Airlines employees.

II Art_ 2 .
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"likely by reasons of the vital public nature of the enterprise
concerned or the essential character a te sexvice being rendered,
such. as without Iniltaicm, the provision of electrcity, water and
other public utility services telephone and teegr hic com-
munications aud t sportation services. to produce serious public
injury."

The meaning of this provision is in one sense quite dear. Strikes coming
within the terms of the provision are unlawful, and a strike comes within the terms
of the provision if it is likely to produce serious public injury by reason of the
importance of the enterprist or the service rendered. The princpal. question of
interpretation that has arisen is with. respect to the central issue of "serious public
injury." Or, to be eact, the questio has been wheier that issue is an imsse when
a case under mgaph G comes bfore the Labour Relations Board. To this
question two answers have been given.

The -ir inlerprethio: in this author's view. a cosclusion that a strie can-
sfitutm an unfair labour practie under sub-paragraph G requires two findings
of fact by the Board. (The reason fcr =mphasirig the last womb will appear
shortly.) They are: (1) that the strike is likely to cause serious public injury and
(2) that the reason for the likely injury is either the "vital public nature of the
enterprise concerned or the essential character of the services being rendered."
Th second fiailing is tlikely to cause much difficulty, since almost any strike
that would be liely to cause serious public injury would be likely to do so for
the reasons stated in sub-paragraph G. The essential inquky for the Board, under
this interpretation, is as to whether serious public injury is ikely.

The secomd interpreration: The other view, which probably has been adopted
by the Board. centers on the specific enumeration of certain services, such as
tramsportation, in sub-paragraph G. On this view, their enumeration constitutes
a determiation by the ekst Ware that strikes against such senvices axe lil y to
causet serious public injury. There thus is geanera-ly no aeed for inquiry by tie
Board as to whether the strike involved in a particular case is likely to do so.
So long as the strike is against one of the enumerated services - and nearly all
of the cases likely to arise under sub-paragraph G will involve strikes of this
kind - the Board can dispose of the case by relying on the leg4slattreN
determination.

Probably neither inepretation does really great violence to the language
or purpoe of sub-paragraph G. and the second terpreaion does hav the
advantage of rendering unnecessary in most cases a factual inquiry that is certain
to be complex in some instances. However, the first interpretation appears to
accord more closely with the provisions wordig.

Perhaps this point will appear more strongly if the clauses of sub-paragraph
G are rearrange somewhat, so that it refers to strikes that are

"likely to produe serious public injury by reasoms of the vital

public nature of the enterprise concerned or the esstmial
character of the services being rendered, such as, without
limitation, the provision of electricity, water and other public
utility services, telephone and telegraphic communications and
transportation services."
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Thus. rearranged, the provision commaenc by referring to strikes "likely to
produce serious public injury.' If the provision stopped at this point there could
be no doubt but that it required the Board to make a determination of the likeli-
hood of such injury in each case. What then is the significance of the rest of the
provision? Apparcr y, it further limits the sovpe of the prowisicc by restricing
it to strikes in which the serious public injury is Ikey for particular rrasons:
either the Lvital public nature of the enterprise concerned or the essential character
of the services being rendered." It is ia the context of this limitazion that dhe
enumeration of particular services appears. The enumeration does constitute a
determination by the legislature, but the determination is that the enumerated
services are "essential," not that any strike against them would by definition be
likely to cause s ious public injury.

Let us take, for example, bus service between Addis Ababa and Jimma, a
service provided by a number of different individuals ard companies. How should
the Labour Relations Board deal with a strike against one of these companies?
If we adopt the second interpretation the answer is clear: The legislature has
determined that strikes against transportation (as one of the enumerated services)
are likely to cause serious public injury. The company that has been struck
provides transportation. Therefore, the strike is Ulawful under sub-paragraph G.

The case takes quite a different course, however, if we a2sume that the
legislature had determined only that transportation is an essential service and has
left the qutsion of likely serious public injury to the Board. A strike against
an essenial service may or may not be likely to produce =ious public injury. To
determine whether it would be likely to do so in this hypothetical casc, it would
be necessmry to consider the amount of traffic moving by bus between Addis Ababa
and Jimma, the proportion of the traffic carried by the company threatened by the
strike, and the ability of the other cariers to absorb the traffic.

Although the position of the Labour Relations Board as between the two
competing interpretations has not yet become entirely clear - in part because
it has not had to deal with a case as doubtful as the hypothetical Addis Ababa -
Jimma bus case - the Board appears probably to have adopted the second interpre-
tation. Two cases involving sub-paragra-ph G have so fa come before the Board,
Ethiopian Airlines v. Fthiopian Airlinc Union (the EAL case) and General Ethio-
pian Transpottion Share Company, v. General Ethiopian Transport Share Com-
pany Union2 (the General Transport case). On Otober 20. 1964, the employees of
EAL went on strike, stopping the airline's domestic but not is international
service. On the same day the Labour Relations Board met in emergency session
and gave the following decision:

"Whereas the employees of EAL did not submit their grievances
to the Board in accordance with the Labour Relations Proclama-
tion 210/1963: whereas the EAL's activity is public transporta-
tion services; whereas the stopping of such activity produces
serious harm to the public; and whereas under Artice 2(s)(iW2)(g)
the EAL employees have no right to go on strike under any
circumstances; therefore the Board orders:

12 The account of the two cases is tk from Tadcsw Abdi, hork cited abovc at notc 6-
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(1) In accordance with the authority vested in it by Article 12(a) (ii). that the
EAL employees shalt cease striking and return to their work...."

The General Transport Case arose somewhat more than a year later. The
:General Transport company operates the municipal bus system in Addis Ababa.
Its employees staged a two-day strike in Decanber 1965, totally halting bus
service within Addis Ababa- In its decision some months later, the Board
tated that

"the Petitioner Company parries people throughout the Govern-

orates-General of Ethiopia and in the capital city; its function is
to provide transportation service. Employees in transportation
servies are forbidden to strike by Article 2(sXiX2XG).. '"

'Citing the EAL case as prccedent, the Board then held that the employees were
guilty of an unfair labour practice.

Taken by itself, the EAL case gives conflictLing clues as to the Board's
position in interpreting sub-paragraph G. The Board expressly found that the
triko was likely to cause serious public injury, which suggests that it had

adopted the first interpretation. On the other hand, its statement that EAL
.mployees "have no right to go on strike under any circumstances" points in
Lhe opposite direction, since it indicates that at lea.st so far as EAL is concerned
[here is no need to consider the likelihood of public injury in each case.

It is in the General Transport case that we find our warrant for concluding
that the Board probably has adopted the second inte-rpretation. Fist, unlike its
,decision in EAL, the Board's decision in General Transport contains no express
finding that the strike was likely to cause serious public injury. Second, the
Board again describod the prohibition in -no-exceptiof' terms and this time did
not confine itself to referring to the single company involved in the case before it It
stated simply that "employees in transportation services are forbidden to strike.. "
If this statement can be taken at face value, it reflects a full adoption of the second
interpretation of sub-paragraph 3.

The Significance of the Limitation

Public servants and public service -employees stand in similar positions with
respect :o the right -to strike. Public servants may not strike under any circumstances.
Neither may public service employees under the second interpretatien of sub-
paragraph 6. and even under the first interpretation they are forbidden to strike
under many. perhaps most, circumstances. The sigificance of the limitation is not
the same in each case, however. Public service employees, even if we aqsume
that sub-paragraph G constitutes an absolute ban on strikes, stand in a considerably
sitronger legal position in bargaining with their employers than do public servants,
and the difference between their position and that of ordinary employees is com-
Siderably less.

Alchough public service employees are, perhaps, absolutely forbidden to strike.
they are otherwise free to take advantage of the rights given to employees by the
Labour Relations Proclamation. They may organize themselves into unions, and
if a union of public service employees includes a majority of the employees in the
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enterprise, the employer probably is under a legal obligation to enter into collective
bargaining with i.'3

These rights are important in themselves, They become more so by reason
of the broad powers given to the Labour Relations Board. The role of the Board
is in part the essentially judicial one of adjudicating legal rights and duties, Its
power -o consider complaints of unfair labour practice"4 is in effect a power to
enforce the duties imposed by the Labour Relations Proclamation'5 and its powr
to arbilrate labour disputes6 apparently includes the power to enforce the duties
chat employers and employees have imposed on themselves in their collective
agreements.' Given the Proclamation's broad definition of labour disputes. how-
ever, the Board's jurisdiction over such disputes allows it also to settle bargaining
disputes - d-sputes a to what the parties' rights and duties will be in a proposed
agreement

The Board's power to arbitrate bargaining disputes is at least potentially a
partial substitute for the right to strike. A union of public service employees can
lawfully threaten a strike in order to obtain cmcessions from their employer in
at most a limited number of cases, but in all cases it can submit the bargaining
dispute to the Labour Relations Board. Through the threat to submit the dispute
to the Board or through actually submitting it, the union has the prospect of obtain-
ing concessions that go beyond those obtainable by mere argument and appeals
To the employer's sense of fairness.

A strang union is not likely to regard This righ to go to the Board as a
satisfactory substitute for an unrestricted right to strike.

It mus_ be remembered, however, that no union in Ethiopia has an unrestricted
right to strike2s The right to strike is subject to a number of restrictions, of which

13 This obligation perhaps may be inferred fron sub-Articles 22(b) and (d). which impose
a duty o "negodte freely" and -to settle tabour disputes by peaceful mmans whenever
pos-ibie. The poini iS hardly beycod dispute however. since these provisons refer
to unioms and erployeW associatons but riot to individual employcrs. It bomld be noted
That shc obligation cannot be grounded directly on ArUcle 26 and 27, both of which
deal with the dutiim of the patfics once dey arc engaged in colective bargaining
The question here is whether they are rqquir-d to engpg in such bargaining, 0,t how
they must behave if they do so.

14 ArL 32(ai (ilh
1A A violation by an umplo.,ee, uon. employer or empkwcr' as sociatiOn of any duty

imposmd by the Labour Relations Prc=lamadon is an unfair tabour practice. Art. 2(s
(iU) an-d (ih) (JL

16 A.T 122(a~i
L7 it has been suggestod that Ar 12(a6i} was intended only to allow the Board to arbitrate

bargan.An disputes and not disutes as to the terms of existing contracts. but it is
difficL to find any basis for this imitaton in the Pructawatiou. Indeed, it would
appea. frorn the Proclamatln that the Board has jurisdiction over disputes concerning
The inter-pretation of dtividuai contras of employment (unls we can inifer otherwjse
from Article 33). Throughout the area of labour relations it is going Lo be ytoacssan'
to dtermine (1 where the Labour Relations Board has exclusive jurisdiction. (21
where it and the vurts have cmurrent jrisdicton, and (3) where only the courts
hav jurisdic:ior On the face of it. the Courts and the Board haw conrurrn jurisdiction
througost the arrea, except in the matter of arbltratins di"pu& Bargaiirg disputes
ordinarly cannot be resolved by the adjudication Of rights; they thdrefor are not an
appropriate. matter for the eourts

1.5 The closest thing to in unrestricted right to strike may be that o by prsons
iotter than public servants) who ore excluded from the definition of employe in the
Labour Relationse Proclamation.
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the most important has proved to be the sixty-day rule - the requirement that a
labour dispute have been submitted to the Labour Relations Board for a period
of at least sixty days before the union goes on strike. The effect of this rule is to
give the Labour Relations Board the opportunity to arbitrate a bargaining dispute
before the union may strike to enforce its demands, and if the Board does arbitrate
the dispute within the sixty day period," the union may not subsequently strike,
since the strike would then be an attack on the Board's arbitral award and therefore
unlawfulY

In sum, the difference between the bargaining position of public service emplo-
yees and that of other employees se ms o cocne down to this: A union repesenting
a group of ordimary employees may strike if the Labour Relations Board fai
to settle the bargaining dispute within sixty days. but a union representing -a group
of public service employees may not strike even then. In practice. considering the
Board's apparcot detenmmatbon to presetve indtistial peace. the contingency on
which -the formet wion's right to strike depends is not likely to occur in many case.

When we turn to pubiic servants we are again immediately confronted by
the fact that they stand outside the Labour Relaton Proclamaticn. Because they
are excluded from the Prolamation's definition of employee, their employer, the
government, is under no legal duty to bargain with themn and the Labour
Relations Board has no jurisdiction over their disputes with the government.=
In place of individual or collective bargaining the Central Personnel Agency Order
has provided for the promulgation of uniform pay scales for the entire public
serviceP and in place of the Labour Relations Board the Order has created the
Central Personnel Agency, which is jointly respomsible with the Minister of
Finance for establishing the pay scales.-4

Superfically the establishment of pay scales by the Central Personnel Agency
may not appear too dissimilar from the resolution of bargaining disputes by the
Labour Relations Board. In each case a specialized government agency is determin-
ing the pay or other labour conditions for certain employees. In the case of pro-
ceedings before the Labour Relations Board, however, the legal framework is
that of an adversary proceeding There must be a hearing, of which the parties
must be notified and in which they must have an opportunity to be heard.25 The
Board is placed in the position of an impartial arbiter of the dispute berwecn the
employer and union.

19 Where the Board is perorming a. quasi-judicial function., it presumably is under an
obligation to band down a decision: ILegal rights axr of no value unless the app ate
body is willing to enforce them. It is not clear that it is trnder any similar obligation
where it is called on to acbitrate a bargaining dismte. Arguably in the laattc ms
it might simply tell thr parties to work out thdr own skuion.

20 Art. 2(sXi2)E.
21 This comkion can be reached b-y sevetal differemt lines of armguenL For eampt:

(1) the governmeat is not an cnloyer for pwirpoes of the Labour Relations Proclamations
so far as public servants are vonced. sne an empIoyaX is defined as "an)y pcm
who has work done by an employe

" 
(2) Bargaining between the government and an

organization rrprcwendUng poblic servants would tnt be "colietive bargaining" b eaure
it would not be between the proper parte for uch bargAining (Art 23) antid it "oIld
not coneern "labour onditions" ArL 2(c). (d) and (kA)

22 Tho Board bas juwidiica over "abomr diepates" and "unfair labour prat6c" (Art
12(a). Both of thoew terms ame defind wo as to eoncem onmly employers and employcm

23 Cetral Personnel Agency Order. cited above at note 9, Art. 28F2'.
24 IN&.
25 Ar 14-15.
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No hearing is required before the Central Pcrsonnel Aamcy takm acton witb
respect to te labour con tkona of public servants.26 Nor can it be said that the
Agency is placed by the law in the position of an impartial arbiter. Its reonsibilities
in many respects make it more akin to the personnel department of a private
employer.

The importance m practice of these differenwes in law between the Labour
Relations Board and the Central Personnel Agency has yet to be seem The first
schedule of pay scales has not yet been officially promulgated by the Agency
and Minister of Finance. More important, there appears not yet to have been any
serious attempt on the part of public servants to form an organization to represent
their intcrcsts before the Agency. Until such an organization is formed it would be
virtually impossible to hold a useful hearing on such matters as pay scales even
if the Agency wished to do so.

26 A bcariag Is rcquiwd in sme n-nstances bWom drplinary a dt is tnktn aaint an
individual public crvant. Pbiv SeAce Reukions No. 1 of 1962, cited above at note
9, Arts. 92 if. Hlwerer, nuwe is required for acdvns affecting pubic servamnt ge nrally.
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